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General MethodologyGeneral Methodology

Weighted average cost of capital (WACC)Weighted average cost of capital (WACC)
–– Weighted average of cost of debt and return on equity (ROE)Weighted average of cost of debt and return on equity (ROE)
–– Weights derived from capital structureWeights derived from capital structure

Cost of debtCost of debt
–– RiskRisk--free rate + longfree rate + long--term debt premium plus risk premiumterm debt premium plus risk premium

ROEROE
–– RiskRisk--free rate + equity risk premiumfree rate + equity risk premium
–– At least three tests for determining equity risk premiumAt least three tests for determining equity risk premium

Equity risk premium test Equity risk premium test –– capital asset pricing model (CAPM)capital asset pricing model (CAPM)
Discounted cash flow testDiscounted cash flow test
Comparable earnings test Comparable earnings test 
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General MethodologyGeneral Methodology

Key issuesKey issues
–– Capital structureCapital structure
–– RiskRisk--free ratefree rate
–– Debt premiumDebt premium
–– Equity risk premiumEquity risk premium
–– Updating Updating 
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Proposed Methodology: Capital StructureProposed Methodology: Capital Structure

While about eight years have passed since the last While about eight years have passed since the last 
report prepared by Dr. Cannon for the OEB was report prepared by Dr. Cannon for the OEB was 
published, the academic literature has still not reached a published, the academic literature has still not reached a 
definite answer regarding the issue of the optimal debt definite answer regarding the issue of the optimal debt 
equity ratio or its relevanceequity ratio or its relevance
Some authors suggest that the best way to choose this Some authors suggest that the best way to choose this 
ratio is to mimic the average in the industryratio is to mimic the average in the industry
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Proposed Methodology: Capital StructureProposed Methodology: Capital Structure

Debt should consist of shortDebt should consist of short--term and longterm and long--term debt following the term debt following the 
practices of the credit rating agencies practices of the credit rating agencies 
We recommend that there be two groupings of LDCs for the purposeWe recommend that there be two groupings of LDCs for the purpose
of establishing the maximum total debt to total debt plus equityof establishing the maximum total debt to total debt plus equity
proportions proportions 
–– For all LDCs with a rate base of less than $300 million, excludiFor all LDCs with a rate base of less than $300 million, excluding ng 

working capital allowances, the maximum debtworking capital allowances, the maximum debt--equity split should be equity split should be 
50%/50% 50%/50% 

–– For all LDCs with a rate base in excess of $300 million, the maxFor all LDCs with a rate base in excess of $300 million, the maximum imum 
debtdebt--equity split should be 60%/40%.equity split should be 60%/40%.

If a LDC chooses a debt level greater than these maximums, then If a LDC chooses a debt level greater than these maximums, then 
the actual proportions should be used in determining the WACC fothe actual proportions should be used in determining the WACC for r 
the LDC and the resulting revenue requirementsthe LDC and the resulting revenue requirements
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Proposed Methodology: Capital StructureProposed Methodology: Capital Structure

For the LDCs with no third party shortFor the LDCs with no third party short--term debt, we would limit the term debt, we would limit the 
proportion of shortproportion of short--term debt in the capital structure to the same rate term debt in the capital structure to the same rate 
as the working capital allowance since shortas the working capital allowance since short--term debt should be term debt should be 
used to finance shortused to finance short--term assets, primarily working capital term assets, primarily working capital 
requirements requirements 
If a LDC with third party, shortIf a LDC with third party, short--term debt chooses to hold a higher term debt chooses to hold a higher 
level (e.g., in excess of 15% of the total capital), then the aclevel (e.g., in excess of 15% of the total capital), then the actual tual 
proportion of shortproportion of short--term debt should be used in calculating its term debt should be used in calculating its 
WACCWACC
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Proposed Methodology: Cost of DebtProposed Methodology: Cost of Debt

For those LDCs with outstanding thirdFor those LDCs with outstanding third--party debt, both party debt, both 
shortshort--term and longterm and long--term, the cost of longterm, the cost of long--term debt term debt 
should be set annually to equal the expected average should be set annually to equal the expected average 
interest rate on the longinterest rate on the long--term debt for the next yearterm debt for the next year
–– The cost of shortThe cost of short--term debt should be set equal to the expected term debt should be set equal to the expected 

average interest rate on the shortaverage interest rate on the short--term debt for the next year.term debt for the next year.

For the LDCs with a mix of thirdFor the LDCs with a mix of third--party and associated party and associated 
party debt, the cost of debt for the entire outstanding party debt, the cost of debt for the entire outstanding 
debt should be set annually to equal the expected debt should be set annually to equal the expected 
average interest rate for the next year on all third party average interest rate for the next year on all third party 
longlong--term and shortterm and short--term debtterm debt
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Proposed Methodology: Cost of DebtProposed Methodology: Cost of Debt

For the LDCs with no debt or only associated party debt, For the LDCs with no debt or only associated party debt, 
the maximum allowable cost of longthe maximum allowable cost of long--term debt for the term debt for the 
outstanding or deemed longoutstanding or deemed long--term debt should be set term debt should be set 
annually to equal the risk free rate plus the risk premiumannually to equal the risk free rate plus the risk premium
ShortShort--term debtterm debt
–– Average of the interest rates on all third party financings Average of the interest rates on all third party financings 

(variable rate bank loans or commercial paper) by LDCs, other (variable rate bank loans or commercial paper) by LDCs, other 
than those with assets in excess of $1 billionthan those with assets in excess of $1 billion

–– Average of the interest rates on 90Average of the interest rates on 90--180 day commercial paper 180 day commercial paper 
issued by a sample of companies with issued by a sample of companies with ““A/BBBA/BBB”” credit ratings for credit ratings for 
their longtheir long--term debtterm debt
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Proposed Methodology: Cost of DebtProposed Methodology: Cost of Debt

Risk premium for the LDCs with no longRisk premium for the LDCs with no long--term debt or term debt or 
only associated party longonly associated party long--term debtterm debt
–– Average spread between a sample of Average spread between a sample of ““A/BBBA/BBB”” rated corporate rated corporate 

bonds of 5, 10 and 20 year maturities and the corresponding bonds of 5, 10 and 20 year maturities and the corresponding 
Government of Canada bonds Government of Canada bonds –– approximately 100 basis pointsapproximately 100 basis points
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Proposed Methodology: RiskProposed Methodology: Risk--free Ratefree Rate

There are several alternatives for the riskThere are several alternatives for the risk--free rate in free rate in 
CanadaCanada
–– OneOne--year Government of Canada treasury bill rate;year Government of Canada treasury bill rate;
–– Rate on a Government of Canada real interest rate bond plus the Rate on a Government of Canada real interest rate bond plus the 

expected average rate of inflation over some future time period expected average rate of inflation over some future time period 
(one year to 10 years); (one year to 10 years); 

–– Medium to longMedium to long--term Government of Canada bond yield; or term Government of Canada bond yield; or 
–– Average of 5, 10 and 15 year forward rates implicit in zero Average of 5, 10 and 15 year forward rates implicit in zero 

coupon curve coupon curve 
Our preferenceOur preference
RiskRisk--free rate: 4.91% free rate: 4.91% 
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Proposed Methodology: ROEProposed Methodology: ROE

CAPM onlyCAPM only
–– In competitive markets, investors who hold a risky asset must beIn competitive markets, investors who hold a risky asset must be

compensated for the risk they bear compensated for the risk they bear 
–– In the absence of compensation they would have no incentive to In the absence of compensation they would have no incentive to 

prefer risky assets over the risk free assetprefer risky assets over the risk free asset
–– This compensation is presented in the form of additional This compensation is presented in the form of additional 

expected rate of return over the risk free rate expected rate of return over the risk free rate –– the risk premiumthe risk premium
–– The risk of an asset is measured by its betaThe risk of an asset is measured by its beta
–– The risk premium of a public company can be estimated by The risk premium of a public company can be estimated by 

regressing a firmregressing a firm’’s rate of return, implicit in market prices, on the s rate of return, implicit in market prices, on the 
rate of return of the marketrate of return of the market
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Proposed Methodology: ROEProposed Methodology: ROE

Average (52 weeks) beta for the years 2004 and 2005 is 0.3572Average (52 weeks) beta for the years 2004 and 2005 is 0.3572
–– Average (60 months) beta is 0.2033Average (60 months) beta is 0.2033

Market return for the S&P/TSX index is 8.09% and 10.06% based onMarket return for the S&P/TSX index is 8.09% and 10.06% based on
the past 5 years and 10 years, respectivelythe past 5 years and 10 years, respectively

Market Risk Premium  (MRP) varies between 3.18% and 5.15%Market Risk Premium  (MRP) varies between 3.18% and 5.15%

The overall afterThe overall after--tax ROE when D/E=1.5 (debt comprise 60% of the tax ROE when D/E=1.5 (debt comprise 60% of the 
capital structure, tax=36%), can vary between:capital structure, tax=36%), can vary between:
–– 7.14% and 8.52% based on the 52 week levered beta (0.701)7.14% and 8.52% based on the 52 week levered beta (0.701)
–– 6.18% and 6.96% based on the 60 month levered beta (0.398)6.18% and 6.96% based on the 60 month levered beta (0.398)
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Proposed Methodology: ROEProposed Methodology: ROE

Key IssuesKey Issues
–– Sample of companies for estimating betaSample of companies for estimating beta
–– Time period for estimating market returnTime period for estimating market return
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Why CAPMWhy CAPM
CAPM is used by other regulatory bodies (e.g., Australia, CAPM is used by other regulatory bodies (e.g., Australia, 
UK) to establish UK) to establish a risk premium for equity holdersa risk premium for equity holders
It is an objective marketIt is an objective market--based approach that relates to based approach that relates to 
actual conditions in financial marketsactual conditions in financial markets
It has a strong theoretical foundation in the academic It has a strong theoretical foundation in the academic 
finance literaturefinance literature
It is widely adopted in financial marketsIt is widely adopted in financial markets
Major stock exchanges provide estimates for betas for all Major stock exchanges provide estimates for betas for all 
companies listed on the exchangescompanies listed on the exchanges
The CAPM is subject to fewer errors relative to the other The CAPM is subject to fewer errors relative to the other 
two methods which require estimates of future cash two methods which require estimates of future cash 
flows and their likelihoodsflows and their likelihoods
Implementing the CAPM is relatively simple and requires Implementing the CAPM is relatively simple and requires 
use of data that are readily availableuse of data that are readily available
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Why CAPMWhy CAPM
Comparable earnings testComparable earnings test
–– The comparable earnings test depends upon accounting data for The comparable earnings test depends upon accounting data for 

net profits net profits 
–– GAAP is not a science, and there are many accountants who GAAP is not a science, and there are many accountants who 

claim that it is more of an art claim that it is more of an art 
–– The wide scope available for interpreting and applying GAAP The wide scope available for interpreting and applying GAAP 

that makes net profit numbers as reported to shareholders a that makes net profit numbers as reported to shareholders a 
weak basis for comparing profitability both across companies weak basis for comparing profitability both across companies 
and over time for the same companyand over time for the same company
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Why CAPMWhy CAPM
DCF testDCF test
–– DCF largely ignores current market realities DCF largely ignores current market realities 

Both McShane and Cannon have indicated that DCFBoth McShane and Cannon have indicated that DCF--based ROE based ROE 
estimates show little if any correlation with interest rates, orestimates show little if any correlation with interest rates, or for that for that 
matter with other key macromatter with other key macro--economic variables economic variables 
Expected growth rates implicit in the DCF calculations for regulExpected growth rates implicit in the DCF calculations for regulated ated 
utilities are overly optimistic. utilities are overly optimistic. 

–– Simple arithmetic suggests that the growth rates in utility Simple arithmetic suggests that the growth rates in utility 
earnings per share are unlikely to exceed the growth rates in earnings per share are unlikely to exceed the growth rates in 
nominal GDPnominal GDP
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Proposed Methodology: Updating Proposed Methodology: Updating 
MechanismMechanism

There are two options for the annual updating of the There are two options for the annual updating of the 
ROE ROE 
In option one, the risk premium would remain constant In option one, the risk premium would remain constant 

over the fiveover the five--year periodyear period
–– The overall ROE would change in line with the annual changes The overall ROE would change in line with the annual changes 

in the risk free rate in the risk free rate 
–– The change in the risk free rate incorporated in the ROE should The change in the risk free rate incorporated in the ROE should 

not change on a onenot change on a one--forfor--one basis with the actual change in the one basis with the actual change in the 
risk free raterisk free rate

In option two, both the risk free rate and the risk In option two, both the risk free rate and the risk 
premium are repremium are re--calculated each yearcalculated each year
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